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nestlings, their eyes just opening. While I looked at them the male sang a 
clear, sweet warble, but very low and lacking in volume. Since the birds 
were not collected, they are referred to the form eurhyncha on the basis of 
geographic probabilities.--ALExaNDEa F. SKWrCH, Teepam, Guatemala. 

Molt of the Nonpareil.--I have had a male Nonpareil in my aviary 
since June, 1927. Last summer after returning from a six weeks absence 
I was surprised to find that the golden green of the back had changed to 
chocolate brown. This spring the color had brightened to coppery red 
which in certain hghts appears as brilliant as the scarlet underparts. 
There is no trace of green in the plumage and the bird appears red with 
blue head and dark brown wings and tail. The plumage is bright and 
glossy. With the exception of the first spring when the red of the under- 
parts changed to yellow--which in turn changed back to red the next 
season--the bird has always been lively and active. 

In the same aviary are three waxwings: a Cedar-bird and European and 
American Bohemian Waxwings. The American Waxwing is a trifle larger 
and has the taft somewhat longer. The color is somewhat deeper and in the 
European bird the rusty flush on the forehead extends to the sides of the 
neck. The rump is much paler gray in contrast to the grayish-brown of 
the back. It appears a brighter colored bird than the American. It has 
been much attracted to the Cedar-bird and puffs out the feathers of the 
rump, breast and crest until it seems twice the size. It dances about on 
the perch and occasionally reaches down and takes the beak of the other 
bird in its own. This must be the display dance practiced by the bird 
during the mating season. The Cedar-bird though in adult plumage lacks 
the wax-like appendages on the wings. 

In the same enclosure are a Turnstone, Virginia, Sora and Yellow Rails. 
The first three birds roost on branches eight or nine feet above the ground 
while the Yellow Rail roosts in the underbrush.--I•RL 1%ATH, •8•7 
Cdddings •t., Chicago. 

•.ark Sparrow Breeding in Weet Virginia.--Within the past few 
years Lark Sparrows (Cho•le•te• grammac'us grammac,s) have become very 
rare in West Virginia, so it seems worth recording that the species bred 
during the 1932 season at French Creek, Upsbur County, W. Va. 

On June 27, 1932, I observed a female repeatedly feeding young birds 
which had left the nest. The male bird sang on a nearby telephone wire. 
All offered a fine opportunity for observation. Later, birds were seen in 
two other localities close to French Creek, so they may have bred qu/te 
generally throughout this territory. 

Twenty years ago Lark Sparrows became abundant over this entire 
region, but those seen this year were the first I have observed in the last 
five years.--MAuRICE BROOKS, French Creek, W. Va. 

Seaside Spaxrow at •vere, Massachusetts.--On the morning of 
July 3, 1932, ! went to the Revere marshes to look for Sharp-tailed Spar- 


